A hotel where you can feel like a Kyoto local

Modern Japanese décor with a special attention to bedding and feel the culture of Kyoto with the art of Nishijin brocade. We provide a comfortable space as you can feel at home.

Local Value Gallery, featuring Kyoto history and art collection

Location details
Room types of Intergate Kyoto

Junior Suite  48㎡  1Room
Occupancy: 1 ~ 2adult
Bed size: 1,200×2,000mm

East meets West in our Junior Suite's modern Japanese design.
Relax in the spacious yet cozy surroundings while soaking in the historic cityscape outside.

The guest room windows cannot be opened or closed. Furthermore, to protect the mutual privacy of our guests and of local residents, the windows are made of frosted glass.
Room types of Intergate Kyoto

Superior Twin 22 ~ 24㎡ 48Rooms
Occupancy : 1 ~ 2adult
Bed size : 1,100×2,000㎜

Connecting Room 22 ~ 24㎡ 12Rooms
Occupancy : 2 ~ 4adult
Bed size : 1,100×2,000㎜

Stretch out and relax in a spacious room with functional furniture arranged around. Connecting rooms allow multi-generational families and other groups travelling together to go back and forth between two rooms without using the hallway.

The guest room windows cannot be opened or closed. Furthermore, to protect the mutual privacy of our guests and of local residents, the windows are made of frosted glass.
Room types of Intergate Kyoto

**Superior Double 21㎡  52Rooms**
Occupancy: 1 ~ 2adult
Bed size: 1,600×2,000㎜

Relax in a room with a spacious 160-cm double bed and a writing table.

The guest room windows cannot be opened or closed. Furthermore, to protect the mutual privacy of our guests and of local residents, the windows are made of frosted glass.

**Universal Room 35㎡  1Room**
Occupancy: 1 ~ 3adult
Bed size: 1,200×2,030㎜

A room with safe and convenient facilities for wheelchair users and elderly guests.
Room types of Intergate Kyoto

Deluxe Twin  35㎡  12Rooms
Occupancy : 1 ~ 4adult
Bed size : 1,200×2,030㎜

A spacious room with a sofa and tea table with a maximum occupancy of 4 adults.
The guest room windows cannot be opened or closed. Furthermore, to protect the mutual privacy of our guests and of local residents, the windows are made of frosted glass.

INTERGATE Room 24㎡  12Rooms
Occupancy : 1 ~ 2adult
Bed size : 1,100×2,000㎜

Relax in a superiorly appointed room with special guest services designed for a morning of luxury. INTERGATE's top-class morning experience.
Grand communal bath to relieve the weariness of the travel

A large communal bath where you can stretch out your legs and relax. Soak in the memories of your trip while relaxing and healing your tired body.

HEALING ROOM
Both the men’s and women’s changing rooms are equipped with relaxation areas where you can relax after bathing without having to worry about other people seeing you.

AFTER BATH LOUNGE
A lounge is available for meeting after bathing or for cooling off..
Connecting travelers with the local community
Learning about local traditional crafts and culture

We regularly offer “koto-experience” services that allow guests to explore the traditional culture of the region, connecting travelers with the local community and making their travels all the more enjoyable through experiences that expose them to the traditional culture and values unique to the region. We offer a variety of events, including a workshop to learn how to paint on Japanese candles (Kyoto traditional culture) and Maiko (apprentice geisha) performances where you can see traditional crafts worn by Maiko.

◆ Japanese candle shade painting workshop
  ■ Venue for experience
  Intergate Lounge, 1F
  ■ Selling price: ¥2,000

◆ Matcha (powdered green tea) making workshop
  ■ Venue for experience
  Intergate Lounge, 1F
  ■ Held daily 3:00p.m. – 8:00p.m.
  ■ Selling price: ¥500

Date and Time: Held on the 3rd Wednesday of every month.
1st show starts at 7:00 p.m. / 2nd show starts at 8:00 p.m.
*Each performance lasts 40 minutes (tickets are valid for one performance only)
■ Admission Fee: Hotel Guest ¥2,000 / Visitor ¥2,500
■ How to participate: Reservations required, first-come-first-served basis Please note that the number of seats is limited.

※ Please ask the staff if you are interested in this experience.
★ Intergate lounge

- 6:00~7:00 Morning coffee and smoothie
- 7:00~10:30 Breakfast
- 15:00~21:00 Afternoon service
- 17:00~19:00 Happy Hour (Serve alcohol)
- 20:00~22:00 Night small buffet
Grand communal bath to relieve the weariness of the travel

A tranquil and serene communal bath where you can feel the natural light and night view, while frosted glass thoroughly obscure direct lines of sight from the outside. The simple, modern design with impressive line lighting creates a space that takes relaxation to the next level.
**INTERGATE HOTELS**

**Hotel INTERGATE**
KYOTO SHIJO SHINMACHI
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**Hotel INTERGATE**
KANAZAWA
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**Hotel INTERGATE**
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